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Sitting on a sofa
On a Sunday afternoon,
Going to the candidates’ debate,
Laugh about it,
Shout about it,
When you’ve got to choose,
Every way you look at this you lose.

Where have you gone, Joe DiMaggio?
A nation turns its lonely eyes to you
Ooo ooo ooo.

What’s that you say, Mrs. Robinson?
“Joltin’ Joe has left and gone away”
Hey hey hey, hey hey hey

—Paul Simon

Something in Simon’s song speaks to the subject of our symposium. Sadness was expressed in the invitation to participate, when we prompted the recipient to address, in up to 2,500 words, the question: Why is there no Milton Friedman today? That invitation is reproduced, with a few very minor edits, below. The
reference list at the end of this document contains links to the symposium contributions, written by John Blundell, David Colander, Tyler Cowen, Richard Epstein, James K. Galbraith, J. Daniel Hammond, David R. Henderson, Daniel Houser, Steven Medema, Sam Peltzman, Richard Posner, and Robert Solow. We are very grateful to each. We are also grateful to the Social Change Project and its director Claire Louise Morgan at the Mercatus Center at George Mason University for support for this project.

Milton Friedman was a person of many remarkable features and areas of great accomplishment:
1. He achieved very high standing in the economics profession, perhaps as high as anyone in his day.
2. He was very active in public discourse, and very influential; he wrote several popular books and many pieces for magazines and newspapers. Besides being effective in the medium of the written word, he was effective in front of the camera, in interview or lecture. Many people feel that he was exceptionally appealing, as well as persuasive.
3. He propounded a classical liberal point of view, which maintains a presumption of liberty. He brought this point of view to a wide variety of issues, both macro and micro; he was open to questions on virtually any sort of policy issue. In the United States, he became the leading figure of the free-market, small-government outlook.
4. The professional respect for him was quite general, in the sense that it existed even among many economists who did not particularly agree with his policy views.
5. His great influence extended well beyond the United States. He was renowned internationally, in research and scholarship, and in public discourse over politics and policy.

A continuing wide regard for Friedman is evidenced by a 2010 survey of economics professors. Respondents were asked, in an open-ended format, to name their favorite economists of the twentieth century then deceased. Friedman was a close second to John Maynard Keynes. When the survey respondents are sorted by voting preference, we find that Friedman, besides being far out front among economics professors who vote Republican, was third (behind Keynes and Paul Samuelson) among those who vote Democratic (Klein et al. 2013, 123).
That 2010 survey of economics professors also asked them to name their favorite living economists. The results support the notion that no one today is close to being a Milton Friedman, in the features listed above (Davis et al. 2011, 137-139).

This symposium asks: Why is there no Milton Friedman today?

The question is important to those of a classical liberal outlook, because it is important that an outlook have leading figures who are highly regarded in the culture generally, and especially within the realms of science, scholarship, and social thought.

One logical answer to the question might be that Milton Friedman was simply that exceptional a human being; he was, as it were, several standard deviations above the mean in many important dimensions, and that happens only once or twice a century.

One way to assess that answer would be by a thought experiment: Suppose Milton Friedman were born during the 1960s or 1970s. Could one imagine that person emerging as a Milton Friedman as we understand the concept?

Another logical answer might be that Milton Friedman was, in fact, wrong about a lot of things, and about free-market, small-government liberalism in general, and it took some time to refute his ideas, which now remain justly diminished.

The symposium asks you to speak to the question from any angle that seems appropriate to you. As the question has an historical aspect, explanations may themselves call for explanation: If the age during which Friedman was in his prime was an age that differs from the present age, what is the difference? Also, what explains the difference between the ages?

The main question for this symposium prompts other questions, including: Can a Milton Friedman emerge in the near future?, and, Does it matter whether there are great figures like Milton Friedman? Furthermore, the main question might be considered in a form that presupposes a stronger premise: Why is there no one today anywhere near to being a Milton Friedman? The symposium welcomes your open-ended reflections on these or any questions that you find to be related.

As the question is broad and cultural, and as authors are being given only a rather short time period to write their contributions, the style of the contributions is expected to be informal and speculative, and the contributions themselves to be relatively brief.
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